
INFORMATION BROKER BUSINESS PLAN

Scott also led development and deployment of strategic marketing plans for a Through a network of local business
people â€” information brokers â€” who.

Provide excellent service. In times of economic recession, business owners may keep existing businesses that
provide a predictable and stable stream of income. If you give your clients the information they need then they
will continue to use your services. The broker will receive a salary from the corporation. Establishing your
business will require a continuing and persistent marketing effort. Subscribe to online databases in your field
of research. Below is an overview of the marketing strategies and objectives of the Business Brokerage. Since
you have a limited pool of potential customers look for trade or professional organizations that serve their
industry and become a member. LexisNexis, Westlaw and Dun and Bradstreet are three commercial database
companies that focus on specific industries. Given the need for constant contact with the client and deadline
pressures, this is a business that is hard to do on a part-time basis. Over a period, as you secure more contracts,
you can make the move to working on your business full time. Many companies use information brokers to do
research about their competitors in their industries. However, somewhat paradoxically the most successful
freelancers are the ones who specialize. When starting out, most agents are not able to obtain this training at
the high prices set forth, and without the proper training the average earnings of a beginning real estate agent
is very low in comparison to industry standards. Most charge for access. However, with proper planning,
smart execution on marketing strategies and a commitment to delivering excellent work, you can succeed. As
the international conversation surrounding data and privacy continues to develop, the spotlight on data brokers
will only intensify. An friendly, professional demeanor helps attract those new clients. Skilled, successful
information brokers share a few common traits and abilities. If you like variety, this business is also for you.
Find out which training programs you can attend to equip yourself with database-researching skills. Maintain
an office of at least 15 sales agents who meet the previous requirements. To look into such training programs,
start by visiting the website of a professional association for data and information brokers: the Association of
Independent Information Professionals AIIP. Here, we provide a three year profit and loss statement, cash
flow analysis, balance sheet, sensitivity analysis, breakeven analysis, and business ratios. Contact these
companies to inquire about pricing; most of these databases charge usage by the hour. These databases will
provide you with a large part of the information you will need to meet your client's needs and will represent
the major expenses of your business. This corporation will formalize the real estate services offered. However,
if you have hundreds of items, condense your product list categorically. Contact them with a proposal to meet
their information needs. Regina's goal as the broker is to assist each agent in conquering this goal. An initial
financial analysis of the viability of this venture shows outstanding promise and results. Chapter 7 - Financial
Plan - This is the most important part of your business plan. Chapter 2 - Financing Summary - The second
section of the business plan showcases how you intend to use the financing for your business, how much of
the business is owned by the Owners, who sits on the board of directors, and how the business could be sold in
the future. The Business Brokerage will have an attorney file all necessary licenses and papers for each new
jurisdiction that it operates. You must be able to see a project through to the delivery of the data report to the
client. Below is a breakdown of how these funds will be used: 2. Doe intends to implement marketing
campaigns that will effectively target small and medium sized business owners within the target market. Also,
look into training offered by the companies that offer the databases most brokers use for research. Market your
business.


